Purpose

1.1 The purpose of this policy is to describe the high level Principles of
Engagement with the Profession & the Community, which govern and
inform The College of Legal Practice (the College)’s activities in those
areas.

Applicability

2.1 The policy applies to all Board and Programme Committee members,
part-time, full-time and casual employees of the College and any other
stakeholders in the College’s delivery of Higher Education and nonaward Programmes.

Introduction

3.1 The Principles are a set of two high level policies which govern and
inform College activities in important higher education areas:
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4.1 The College actively contributes to the intellectual life of the legal
profession and the community by engaging in a range of activities
beyond core teaching and scholarship activities.
4.2 The College’s objectives in engagement with the profession and
community fall into three categories:
4.2.1 Legal Professional Practice
The College will make contributions that:
•

develop strong relationships with and between professional
legal associations, groups, boards, committees and working
parties.

•

•

promote discussion and debate in the profession and the
community about the legal profession and its role and
respond actively to government discussion papers and
public media on these matters as they arise.
support government initiatives in legal institutional
strengthening in activities among legal professions in our
region.

4.2.2 Legal Education Best Practice
The College will make contributions that:
•

•

•

develop strong relationships with law schools, law teachers,
law student associations and other professional schools and
organisations within the higher education sector with
relevance for the College’s work.
promote discussion and debate in the higher education
system and the community about developing best practice
in legal education and respond actively to government
discussion papers and public media on these matters as
they arise.
ensure that the legal profession is actively involved in the
creation and maintenance of curricula.

4.2.3 Legal Professional Ethics
The College will make contributions that:
•
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•

promote corporate social responsibility in the profession
and the community.
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